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The Weatherman Walking maps are intended as a guide 
to help you walk the route. We recommend using an 
OS map of the area in conjunction with this guide. 
Routes and conditions may have changed since this 
guide was written. 

The BBC takes no responsibility for any accident or injury 
that may occur while following the route. Always wear 
appropriate clothing and footwear and check weather 
conditions before heading out.

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf 
of HMSO. © Crown copyright and database right 2009. 
All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 
100019855.
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This is an absolutely stunning walk with 
a great combination of strong history, 
stunning views and rich wildlife. Half way 
along is the famous hill in the village of 
Mwnt - a great place to stop for a packed 
lunch and to take in the beauty of Cardigan 
Bay. The walk could be done over two days 
with Mwnt being the finish or start for 
those wanting to take it more slowly.

Mwnt

 Start: 
   Cardigan Bridge. 

 Starting Ref: 
 SN 17772 45849

 Grade: 
 Moderate.

 Distance: 
   Approx 12 miles 
   depending on the    
   finish point.

 Walk time: 
 Approx 5-6 hours.

 Parking: 
 There is a large car park on the waterfront 
    in Cardigan (fee applies) and several 
    available parking areas along the route, 
    including Mwnt. There are also at least two 
    car parks in Aberporth, one by each beach, 
    which operate an honesty box system.

 Travel info:
 The 552 bus 
    runs between 
    Cardigan and 
    Aberporth, with 
    stops including 
    Gwbert and 
    Mwnt. See local 
    bus  timetables 
    for details.

 Further information:
 Visit the ‘latest news’ section of the official 
    Wales Coast Path website for more 
    information and path diversions –
    https://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk
    The path shares the route with the 
    Ceredigion Coast Path.
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Directions
The water has always played an 

important part in the history 

of Cardigan so I’m starting 

my walk here, and imagining 

what it would have looked like 

when the town was the most 

important commercial centre 

in Wales. Several of the old  

bonded warehouses on the 

far side still remain. From the 

bridge follow the Wales Coast 

Path waymarkers up to the left 

on Bridge Street. A couple of 

hundred yards up, on the right 

hand side, is the entrance to 

Cardigan Castle. If you’ve got 

time, it’s worth a visit.

Cardigan Waterfront 

CARDIGAN 
CASTLE 

1
Cardigan Castle   (SN 17787 45926)

Cardigan Castle is interesting as there are nine centuries of building on the site and it was 
continuously lived in for most of its life. The origins date to the late 11th century but it was 
really put on the map in 1176 when Lord Rhys of Deheubarth held the first Eisteddfod there 
as a grand ‘house warming’ when he moved in. Today the Eisteddfod’s history features in a 
museum within the site. A ‘modern’ house was built within the castle walls in the early 1800s 
but fell into disrepair until a team of keen volunteers launched a campaign and renovated 
the house and some of the grounds, opening it to the public in 2015. Today the castle has a 
smart new visitor centre and café and is used as an event space.

The Regency House after restoration
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Cardigan Quay  (SN 17472 46021)

Cardigan developed as a port in the Middle Ages and became the heart 
of Wales’ shipping industry. By the 18th century it was the fourth busiest 
port in Britain, rivalled only by Liverpool, Bristol and London. It’s noted 
that by 1835 some 1,500 men were employed in port activities in or 
around Cardigan – that’s half the population of the town at the time.

CARDIGAN
QUAY

2

Directions
From the castle exit cross 
the road, picking up the path 
signs, and head down Quay 
Street, dropping down to 
the waterfront car park. The 
walk continues through the 
car park and onto the narrow 
path along the River Teifi.  
The Teifi runs 73 miles and 
much of it forms the boundary 
between Ceredigion and 
Carmarthenshire. 

Cardigan Shipping in 19th Century

Coast path sign next to t
he Quay
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Directions
About a hundred yards up, 
the coast path veers off to 
the right and there is an 
attractive inland walk past 
some houses. The path then 
passes the sewage works 
before veering right and 
joining Old Castle Road for 
a short distance. There’s 
then a left turn and you walk 
across a number of fields 
for about a mile before a 
gate leads you through the 
grounds of Swallow Yachts.

River Teifi  (SN 16910 48120)
At one time there were seven shipbuilding yards along the stretch of the Teifi. The ships
were needed to transport things like wool and herring all over Britain and across to Ireland.
Cardigan was also the last British stop off point for those seeking a new life in America
in the 19th century.  Today there’s only one ship builder in the area, Swallow Yachts, and they 
use a combination of craftsman working with hand tools, like a chisel, and the latest cutting 
edge computer technology.

RIVER TEIFI
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The path turns inland

Derek with Matt Newland of Swallow Yachts 
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Directions
Leaving the site you arrive 
on the B4548 Gwbert Road, 
turn left and follow the 
road along the pavement 
for about a mile, with nice 
views of the Teifi and small, 
moored boats. Passing the 
sailing club and caravan 
site you continue on the 
pavement up the hill until 
the river re-emerges and the 
estuary opens out.  At the 
top of the hill is a car park 
with viewing area and bench. 
A good point for a quick 
stop off.

Aberteif i Cardigan sign 

Poppit Sands (SN 16288 49312)

On the opposite side of the estuary is Poppit Sands, today a popular seaside spot but once 
a prime area for salmon fishing. For centuries a particular kind of fishing – Seine Net Fishing 
– was carried out along the river. It involved teams of locals who would spread massive nets 
across the river and would draw them in, trapping the salmon on the way. At one time up 
to 150 men were employed in fishing on the Teifi but, due to dwindling salmon and fishing 
restrictions, in 2019 only a handful of men in three boats fished in this way… and they have 
now decided to call it a day.

POPPIT
SANDS

4
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Seine Net Fishermen
I met retired fishermen Cyril Burton and Wayne Jones, the last fisherman to hold a licence, who have reluctantly decided to give it up now due to the 
cost of the licence and strict restrictions. Both men were really devastated to see it go. Cyril told me “it was a way of life” and Wayne said he was sad 
not just for himself but for his children and grandchildren as it had been something passed down through generations. When the salmon were caught 
they were hit with what looked like a wooden truncheon called a ‘priest’. Cyril kindly gave me one of his priests as a reminder of the former industry, 
which looks like it has now finished for ever.

Derek meets f ishermen Cyril and Wayne
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Directions
Leaving the northern end
of the car park there’s a 
grassy path next to the road 
which runs for about half a 
mile to the small hamlet of 
Gwbert. You pass the Gwbert 
Hotel on your right and the 
small Coastguard look out 
station on your left. Right on 
the bend is a metal archway, 
entrance to the historic
Cliff Hotel.

Cliff Hotel  (SN 16154 49896)

The hotel was originally built around 1889 by a local businessman and later Mayor of 
Cardigan, called Morgan Richardson, who had big ideas. He hoped that Gwbert could be 
developed to rival other big seaside resorts “like Scarborough or Brighton”.  The hotel was 
originally called the Gwbert Inn but was extended in the early 20th century and re-named 
the Cliff Hotel. Although it became a very popular destination Gwbert never fulfilled Mr 
Richardson’s aspirations.

CLIFF HOTEL
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Cliff Hotel entrance and
Coastguard lookout station

Cliff Hotel
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Directions
At one time the coast path 
continued along over the 
headland and walkers would 
pay a toll to cross a farmer’s 
land. Today there’s a detour, 
which adds about a mile 
to the walk but also heads 
inland, taking away the views 
of Cardigan Bay and Cardigan 
Island around this section. 
Instead the path follows the 
road up the hill for about 
a mile then there’s a left 
turn next to the gateway 
of Cardigan Farm Park. The 
coast path waymarks take 
you north east and then 
turn left (north) back to the 
coast  at which point you 
will hit the headland with 
wonderful views of Cardigan 
Island behind you. If you have 
time – or you have children 
with you – the farm is worth 
a detour to see the animals, 
have some refreshments and 
see the unrivalled views of 
Cardigan Island.

Derek at the farm

Cardigan Farm Park/Cardigan Island (SN 17046 50036)

The farm is owned by Lyn Jenkins and his family who have farmed in the area since the 1600s 
and been on this site since 1884. From the northern tip of their land it’s only a few hundred 
yards across to Cardigan Island (in Welsh, Aberteifi), a small uninhabited island, managed 
by the Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales. It was once home to Puffins, but today it’s 
guillemots, razorbills, cormorants, shags and fulmars who nest on the island. Bottlenose 
dolphins and grey seals can also often be seen.

CARDIGAN 
ISLAND
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Derek at the Farm
Lyn took me round the farm in November, when it was closed to the public. He’s got some rare breeds of animals there, along with 
some donkeys and alpacas – which I fed. It was a really funny sensation having them eat off my hand, it was quite ticklish. There was 
also a large rabbit which wasn’t part of the petting zoo, it was semi-wild, but it just sat outside the rabbits’ run as if he was keeping 
them company.

Derek feeding the alpacas

Derek feeding the donkeys

Derek feeding the goats
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Directions
Back on the headland 
there’s about a two mile 
walk along the coast with 
fantastic views of Cardigan 
Bay. The route’s a bit up and 
down and at time pretty 
narrow so you need to keep 
a sure foot and a good head 
for heights. Then suddenly 
you get your first view of 
Foel-y-Mwnt the majestic 
conical hill.

Foel-y-Mwnt (SN 19296 52068)

The small settlement of Mwnt gets its name from the hill which rises 250 feet and only takes about ten minutes to climb. From 
its peak there are spectacular views. Just below the mount on the Cardigan side is a small but stunning beach which in 2011 was 
named top in a poll of Europe’s ten loveliest “hidden” beaches. It hasn’t always been so lovely though. Back in the 12th century 
there was a fierce battle fought on the beach when a Flemish force tried to invade. Lots of lives were lost and skeletons and 
human bones have been uncovered in the area right up to the last 100 years. For many years the battle was commemorated with 
a re-enactment on the site, on the first Sunday of January. It was called Sul Coch y Mwnt – the Bloody Sunday of Mwnt.  

FOEL-Y-MWNT
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Directions
The coast path to Mwnt dips 
down next to some public 
toilets on the Cardigan side of 
Mwnt and there is a turning 
point there for the bus which 
runs between Cardigan and 
Aberporth. At the top of the 
slope you pass a National 
Trust car park on your 
right. The coast path then 
goes in front of the small 
whitewashed church at the 
foot of the Mwnt.

Holy Cross Church (SN 19505 52017)

The Church of the Holy Cross, Eglwys y Grog in Welsh, is a Grade 1 listed building. It’s believed 
to date to the 14th century and would have been built for sailors wanting to pray before 
heading out to sea – or for their safe return, and Pilgrims making their way to St David’s. Inside 
is a font made of Preseli stone which is likely to date from the 12th or 13th century. Regular 
services are still held in the church in July and August and less regularly throughout the rest 
of the year. There’s no electricity but the church is open during daylight hours. It’s said that 
local people often lived to a very old age and they were known as ‘The Old Giants of Mwnt’ 
or Gewri’r Mwnt. In the graveyard is a grave for one parishioner who lived to be 101 and for 
others who reached 100 or their late 90s – some going in the 19th century.

HOLY CROSS 
CHURCH
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Holy Cross Church

Mwnt Church seen through

the railings

Derek and Rev John Bennett
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Directions
From the church the path 
heads east and dips down 
so – depending on the time of 
year – you have to jump over 
a small stream to reach the 
other side, before you head 
up back onto the headland. 
You then have about a three 
mile walk which is stunning 
but high and narrow… again, 
not for the faint-hearted! 
You then reach the military 
range at MOD Aberporth and 
have to skirt the site so the 
route takes you inland for 
about two and a half miles. It 
is well waymarked and heads 
across fields with occasional 
views of the MOD military site 
with its high fences to ensure 
you don’t wander off in the 
wrong direction.

MOD Aberporth (SN 24769 51528)

MOD Aberporth is a military missile range which was established during the Second World 
War. In recent years it has played an important part in the development and testing of air 
launched weapons and drones. Today the main 550 acre site employs about 200 people and 
it is operated by Quinetiq. The danger range area spreads out over the sea and into the skies 
above. There are a number of small outposts along the edge of Cardigan Bay and the Lleyn 
Peninsula to ensure the safe operation of the Range and to assess the performance of the 
weapons and drones being tested. Part of the MOD Aberporth site has been designated a 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). It stretches around the cliffs at the Range head and 
features steep grassy and wooded slopes. It is one of the last remaining untouched regions of 
coastal heath and grassland in Ceredigion, with unique areas of hanging oak woodlands.

MOD 
ABERPORTH
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Just past Mwnt
Looking towards 

MOD Aberporth
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Directions
Passing by the military base 
there’s a walk of about a 
mile along the Penar Road 
and then Rhiw y Rofft as you 
drop down into the village of 
Aberporth. As you arrive at 
the sea front there is a small 
beach with houses and cafes 
opposite. The path is on an 
elevated level overlooking 
the beach. You pass a car 
park, with an honesty box 
pay system and a dolphin 
sculpture, then you round a 
sharp bend and find yourself 
looking over the bigger of the 
town’s two beaches.

Aberporth (SN 25856 51468)

Aberporth developed as a fishing village in the 16th century. As the industry grew it needed 
to be supplied with more boats, nets and salt for preserving and the added business led to the 
town’s expansion until it became a subsidiary of Cardigan. Lime kilns, warehouses and coal 
yards were all built on the south shore. Herring fishing continued until the beginning of the 
First World War, by which time stocks had declined. In recent years tourism has taken over as 
Aberporth’s main industry and the town has plenty of holiday lets and cafés to keep visitors 
happy. Just opposite the Ship Inn is a second large car park operating an honesty box. On the 
wall of the car park is a mosaic mural depicting the town’s history.

ABERPORTH
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Smaller beach at Aberporth 
View of 

Aberporth beach
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WI
While I was in Aberporth I met some local ladies out walking and they invited me to join them at the WI meeting, where they were 
heading. Not only was there plenty of tea and cakes – perfect – but I met Jean, a former WAAF meteorologist. Jean told me about the 
important part the weather team played during the war years – the servicemen needed the information to be accurate with their attacks. 
She also wasn’t too impressed that today we do it all by computer. It was a great end to a really enjoyable walk. 

Derek with the WI


